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Abstract
In this presentation, one starts with discussing the undergoing safety testing transitions from Advanced Driver Assistant Systems (ADAS) to Automated Driving Systems (ADS). The concrete scenario-based testing approaches are revisited along with the standard testing demonstrations. Various vehicle performance metrics published in the literature over the past half-century are analyzed focusing on their constructive differences and performance diversities. However, most of the discussed safety testing and evaluation methods extended from ADAS to ADS are lack of theoretical guarantees of unbiased, generalization, and accuracy.

Generally, the design of a theoretically sound and practically efficient safety testing framework for ADS has always been a challenging task in the field. Among some of the recent proposals, the second part of this presentation presents a class of scenario-based safety testing algorithms with formal guarantees referred to as the safe set quantification algorithms. The algorithm provably characterizes (i) where (in terms of a set of states commonly known as the operational design domain) the subject ADS is potentially safe, and (ii) how safe the subject is within the specified set.

Finally, the presentation is concluded with a recent study on the so-called adversarial testing algorithms that are expected to accelerate the safety testing process. Different from the explicit algorithm proposals commonly observed in the existing literature, the study is featured with investigating fundamental properties of whether scenario-based safety testing algorithms perform differently and how can the optimal aggressiveness be justified (i.e. the comparability and optimality), especially within the black-box testing regime. An impossibility theorem is proposed to show that all scenario-based testing algorithms perform equally well if certain conditions are met. This provides theoretical foundations to some recently reported empirical deficiencies of adversarial testing and training in practice.
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